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Key takeaways
Different Stakeholders Have Different Needs 
And Uses For Metrics
executives need strategic KpIs to prove the 
business case for good customer service 
operations, while operational managers need to 
gather more comprehensive metrics in near real time 
to make the right decisions about the management 
of service requests and of their workforce.

Align Customer Service Metrics With 
Company Metrics
companies must measure operational success 
by tracking KpIs that align with business goals 
and measure the success of customer service 
operations by tracking metrics that align with the 
company’s strategy. Using a Balanced scorecard 
helps organizations pragmatically balance the 
cost of operations with customer satisfaction.

Customize Metrics That Are right For Your 
Business
Don’t rely on predefined activity metrics that 
customer service software tools provide, as they 
represent vendors’ best guesses at the measures 
that you need. Use these metrics as a starting 
point to help guide the definition of metrics that 
are valuable for you to track.

Why read this report
customer service managers can easily become 
distracted by the sheer volume of metrics 
available for tracking operational activities and 
fail to deliver on key business goals. to keep 
customer service operations focused, managers 
should develop a Balanced scorecard of key 
performance indicators (KpIs). this report defines 
nearly 40 operational metrics for tracking contact 
center KpIs to help application development and 
delivery (AD&D) professionals focus on the ones 
that will move the needle.

this report was last published on April 3, 2015; 
Forrester reviews and updates it periodically for 
continued relevance and accuracy. For this version, 
we’ve added new data and customer examples.
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Focus on metrics that matter

AD&D professionals responsible for contact center applications as part of their business technology 
agenda face the constant challenge of understanding technology performance.1 However, no single 
metric perfectly measures the success of customer service. this is because customer service, whether 
you deliver it via agents in contact centers or via voice or web self-service, typically requires a range of 
potentially competing activities. For example, common measures for customer service organizations 
in many industries include cost, customer satisfaction, revenue generation, and policy and regulatory 
compliance (see Figure 1).

FIGUrE 1 customer service operations track success With A Balanced scorecard of metrics

Cost

Revenue

Customer
effort

(inferred)

Compliance

Customer
effort

(explicit)

Start By Focusing on Metrics That Meet Stakeholder Needs

choosing the right set of metrics also depends on stakeholders who regularly demand insight into the 
performance of customer service operations. these stakeholders include the customer service leaders 
who run the contact center, as they have operational responsibilities, and executive management, 
which must make workforce and technology investment decisions for customer service or contact 
center operations that align with corporate goals. each stakeholder has different primary job functions, 
and the types of metrics that are important to each reflect this:
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 › Customer service leaders need operational data; execs want strategic KPIs. customer service 
leaders focus on operational metrics that track activities in near real time, whereas executive 
management focuses on strategic KpIs — often in the form of executive dashboards — that track 
the business results of customer service programs.

 › Customer service leaders need lots of data; execs need a few key measurements. customer 
service managers need granular, real-time operational data that enables them to fix problems, 
better manage out-of-compliance service requests, and exploit opportunities that arise. therefore, 
they require large volumes of data at a high frequency. conversely, executive management may 
only need to see a handful of KpIs periodically.

Use A Systematic Approach To Establish The right Contact Center Measurements

contact center metrics for customer service measure how effectively customer service agents resolve 
customer inquiries: over the phone; via text-based interactions such as email, chat, or sms; on social 
channels such as Facebook and twitter; and over any other communication channel that involves 
interaction with an agent. choosing the right metrics for your contact center is a two-step process in 
which you must:

 › Understand your company’s strategic objectives. choose high-level KpIs for your contact 
center that support your company’s strategy (see Figure 2). these are the metrics that you will 
report to executive management.

 › Choose the right operational activity metrics. select metrics for your contact center that map 
to your KpIs. customer service leaders should use these on a daily basis to manage operations. 
ensure that you understand exactly what these operational metrics measure (see Figure 3). Be wary 
of mistaking quantity for quality; not every seemingly important metric will actually map neatly to 
your company’s KpIs.
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FIGUrE 2 Align contact center Key performance Indicators With operational metrics

Key performance indicators 
measuring service outcomes Operational metrics measuring activities

Agent
productivity

metrics

• Cost of service • Average handle time
• Average talk time
• Dead air percentage
• Number of cases handled
• Number of holds per call
• Agent turnover
• Agent training time to pro�ciency

Service
operations

metrics

• Conversion ratio
• Cross-sell/upsell revenue generated
• Number of product upgrades
• Fines or penalties incurred

• Contact load: forecast versus actual
• Contact volume by communication channel
• Average contact value
• Policy/regulatory compliance
• Schedule adherence
• Shrinkage
• Service level
• Service-level agreement adherence
• Escalation rate to second-tier support
• Number of contact transfers
• Abandon rate
• Average speed of answer

Customer
satisfaction

metrics

• Net Promoter Score
• Customer effort score (explicit)
• Customer effort (inferred)
• Customer lifetime value
• Customer retention
• Likelihood to recommend
• Reluctance to switch brands

• First-contact resolution
• Recontact rate
• Contact quality
• Post-contact survey results
• Number of holds during a call
• Social posts and sentiment analysis
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FIGUrE 3 operational metrics For the contact center Defined

Metric Definition

Abandon rate Ratio of interactions where customers hung up or failed to continue the
interaction before reaching an agent

Agent training time to pro�ciency Time required for the agent to be fully pro�cient from date of hire

Agent turnover and training Rate at which agents turn over on the job and length of training for agents
to become pro�cient at their job

Average contact value Ratio of the total revenue that the contact center generated and the
number of contacts

Average handle time Average duration of an interaction with an agent, typically measured from
the customer’s initiation of the call and includes hold time, talk time, and
post-call work

Average speed of answer Average amount of time it took to answer all contacts in a given period;
also called average seconds to answer or average time to answer 

Average talk time Average amount of time the agent spent communicating with the
customer

Contact quality Quality of an interaction with an agent as measured by the timeliness,
accuracy, completeness, and relevance of the answer a customer received

Contact volume by
communication channel

Number of contacts over each communication channel (telephone, email,
chat, SMS, etc.)

Conversion ratio Ratio of contacts with prospects that have converted a prospect to a
customer

Dead air percentage Amount of dead air time during a call; attributed to the agent searching
for information to resolve a customer’s question

Escalation to second-tier support Ratio of interactions transferred to second-tier support agents

First-contact resolution Ratio of interactions where issues were resolved by an agent or via
self-service on �rst contact

Customer retention Number of customer win-backs (customers who defected and then re-
engaged with the company)

Customer effort (inferred) Ease of resolving a customer request; based on interaction
system data

Forecast contact load compared with actual contact load; measures
satisfaction and cost

Contact load: forecast versus
actual

Customer effort score (explicit) Ease of resolving a customer request; based on customer survey

Apply Both Explicit And Inferred Metrics For Customer Satisfaction

over the past four years, customer service professionals have begun looking closely at the concept 
of customer effort. starting in 2010, a series of articles in the Harvard Business review discussed the 
idea of — and need for — a customer effort score. since then, many AD&D pros have built survey 
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functionality to capture this metric.2 they typically base scores on the answer to a single question. 
Although the wording of the question varies from company to company, it typically focuses on how 
much effort the customer personally had to expend to get his or her request resolved.

the Harvard Business review articles concluded that delighting customers may be a waste of time; 
customers simply want their issues resolved with minimal effort. But simply asking customers about 
the effort they expended does not give companies actionable information on the specific sources 
of friction that cause higher effort. the same principle broadly applies to customer satisfaction — 
companies need to know what drives or hinders it. AD&D pros looking to get an understanding of 
customer effort and customer satisfaction levels and their sources should combine:

 › Explicit metrics. surveying customers immediately following interactions captures the customer’s 
mood and allows firms to follow up with unhappy customers — for example, with outbound 
communications that attempt to discern the cause of the dissatisfaction or the friction at the point 
of service.

 › Inferred metrics. AD&D pros can infer customer effort by looking at how often customers were 
transferred from one agent to another, whether the customer had to escalate from one channel to 
another, and whether the customer needed to repeat information they had already provided. this 
inferred method allows firms to focus their improvement efforts on these base causes of higher 
effort and lower satisfaction. then they can use these metrics to develop hypotheses about what 
causes friction and test those hypotheses by comparing predicted outcomes with the data from 
the customer surveys. When those hypotheses prove true, fix the identified problems. When those 
hypotheses do not pan out, adjust the hypotheses, and compare the next batch of interactions to 
the explicit metrics.

Treat Self-Service Metrics With The Same Care As Contact Center Metrics

self-service metrics for customer service measure how effectively customers receive answers to 
their questions using a communication channel that doesn’t involve interacting with customer service 
agents. these interactions include searching a customer-facing knowledge base for answers; receiving 
an automated response from an interactive voice response (Ivr) system or a virtual agent; and 
receiving an automated response from an email, chat, or sms response management system. self-
service interactions:

 › Will succeed if you provide effortless, easy service. Fifty-three percent of Us online adults we 
surveyed said that they are very likely to abandon a purchase if they cannot find a quick answer 
to a question; 73% agreed that valuing their time is the most important thing that a company can 
do to provide good online customer service.3 effortless service requires close attention to ensuring 
that the website or Ivr is highly usable; that its navigation is intuitive; that it is easy to locate the 
answer to a question without friction; and that complete, relevant, and accurate content that fully 
answers customer questions is readily available.
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 › Will fail if customers can’t find what they’re looking for. Failed self-service interactions are those 
that customers abandon because they can’t navigate an Ivr or a web self-service site or cannot 
easily locate the right answer in a set of search results and resort to escalating their question to an 
agent. An example of this would be searching the web self-service site for an answer, not finding 
information relevant to the specific issue at hand, and having to request assistance from an agent 
via a chat session or a phone call.

 › require specific metrics to evaluate success or failure. choose the right metrics for your 
customer service operations using the same two-step process as for contact center metrics. First, 
understand your company’s strategic objectives, and choose high-level customer self-service KpIs 
that support the company’s objectives (see Figure 4). then choose self-service operational metrics 
that align with the KpIs you will use to manage self-service operations on a daily basis. there 
are operational metrics that pertain specifically to self-service operations; be sure to understand 
exactly what they measure (see Figure 5).

FIGUrE 4 Align self-service Key performance Indicators With operational metrics

Customer effort score (explicit) Ease of resolving a customer request; based on a customer
survey

Metric Definition

Abandon rate Ratio of self-service interactions that customers abandoned midcourse;
indicator of poor usability of self-service implementations

Average contact value Ratio of the total revenue that a self-service implementation generated
and the number of contacts

Contact de�ection Ratio of incoming self-service interactions that were successful compared
with total self-service and agent-assisted contacts

Content vitality Number of self-service solutions created, modi�ed, and deleted within a
time frame; indicator of the ability to align self-service content with
customers’ changing needs

Conversion ratio Ratio of contacts with prospects that have converted a prospect to a
customer

Customer effort (inferred) Ease of resolving a customer request; based on interaction
system data (Was the call transferred to another agent? Was the customer
forced to repeat information at any point?)

Customer retention Number of customer win-backs (customers who defected and then re-
engaged with the company)

Escalation to agent-assisted
communication channels

Ratio of self-service interactions that have been escalated for handling by
customer service agents

Number of product upgrades Measure of the number of product upgrades per customer, which is an
indication of the loyalty of a customer to the product purchased

Policy/regulatory compliance Rate at which self-service interaction work�ows comply with company or
regulatory policy; noncompliant work�ows are often associated with
�nes or penalties

Quality of answer Quality, as measured by the accuracy, completeness, and relevance of the
self-service answer the customer received

Recontact rate Number of times the customer had to revisit the voice or web self-service
application to resolve the issue at hand

Relevance of response Accuracy, completeness, and relevance of the answer a customer
obtained via a self-service interaction

Self-service interactions
yielding no results

Ratio of self-service interactions that failed to locate the relevant answer
to a question; indicator of content gaps in self-service implementations

Self-service survey results Measure of customer satisfaction as expressed in a survey right after a
self-service interaction

Social posts and sentiment
analysis

Capture of customer sentiment trends, which can surface behavior
patterns, and causes of issues that in�uence customer satisfaction
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FIGUrE 5 operational metrics For self-service Defined

Customer effort score (explicit) Ease of resolving a customer request; based on a customer
survey

Metric Definition

Abandon rate Ratio of self-service interactions that customers abandoned midcourse;
indicator of poor usability of self-service implementations

Average contact value Ratio of the total revenue that a self-service implementation generated
and the number of contacts

Contact de�ection Ratio of incoming self-service interactions that were successful compared
with total self-service and agent-assisted contacts

Content vitality Number of self-service solutions created, modi�ed, and deleted within a
time frame; indicator of the ability to align self-service content with
customers’ changing needs

Conversion ratio Ratio of contacts with prospects that have converted a prospect to a
customer

Customer effort (inferred) Ease of resolving a customer request; based on interaction
system data (Was the call transferred to another agent? Was the customer
forced to repeat information at any point?)

Customer retention Number of customer win-backs (customers who defected and then re-
engaged with the company)

Escalation to agent-assisted
communication channels

Ratio of self-service interactions that have been escalated for handling by
customer service agents

Number of product upgrades Measure of the number of product upgrades per customer, which is an
indication of the loyalty of a customer to the product purchased

Policy/regulatory compliance Rate at which self-service interaction work�ows comply with company or
regulatory policy; noncompliant work�ows are often associated with
�nes or penalties

Quality of answer Quality, as measured by the accuracy, completeness, and relevance of the
self-service answer the customer received

Recontact rate Number of times the customer had to revisit the voice or web self-service
application to resolve the issue at hand

Relevance of response Accuracy, completeness, and relevance of the answer a customer
obtained via a self-service interaction

Self-service interactions
yielding no results

Ratio of self-service interactions that failed to locate the relevant answer
to a question; indicator of content gaps in self-service implementations

Self-service survey results Measure of customer satisfaction as expressed in a survey right after a
self-service interaction

Social posts and sentiment
analysis

Capture of customer sentiment trends, which can surface behavior
patterns, and causes of issues that in�uence customer satisfaction
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Build A Balanced scorecard to track success

managers can use a wide array of predefined metrics to optimize their operations and communicate 
KpIs to executives. But just tracking a lot of metrics does not result in better performance. to select 
the metrics that will affect your operations, be certain to choose those that form a Balanced scorecard 
of complementary metrics so you’re not measuring operations on a single dimension, such as cost, 
with no regard for revenue or satisfaction. In addition, be sure to:

 › Align activities with outcomes. If you are measuring and optimizing an activity metric that you 
cannot map directly to a KpI, it is likely to be of secondary importance.

 › Customize the metrics to ensure that they are right for your business. the predefined activity 
metrics that customer service software tools provide represent vendors’ best guesses at the 
measures that you need — without regard for industry, geography, or organizational culture. think 
of these metrics as starting points — the raw materials from which you can create metrics that are 
meaningful for your business. For example, don’t just track handle time; if your contact centers also 
have revenue targets, track the dollars per minute above the average handle time.

 › Analyze metrics against varying time frames. sometimes, overall metrics look good while actual 
metrics over shorter time intervals tell a different story. For example, daily handle-time metrics may 
align with operational goals but can hide large hourly fluctuations that point to staffing challenges. 
ensure that you measure metrics over a short enough time frame that they don’t hide the details of 
your operations.

 › report metrics by communication channel. phone metrics, email metrics, Ivr metrics, social 
media metrics, and web self-service metrics are not the same. choose metrics that make sense for 
the communication channels you support. expect to see a high-level correlation between metrics 
and outcomes from different communication channels. For example, see if customers have the 
same satisfaction ratings or first-handle rates in each communication channel. When differences 
surface, dig deep to find and fix the underlying root cause, which is often the result of broken 
processes within channels.

 › Use metrics that resonate with your audience. create a language bridge between activities and 
outcomes to make a business case for programs that will influence activity metrics. For example, a 
customer service manager could frame a request to add headcount to a knowledge management 
program this way: “We need to evolve our knowledge management solution to improve the quality 
of the knowledge we provide to our agents. this will ultimately lead to a measurable increase in our 
net promoter score, an increase in the first-time fix rate, and lower operating costs.”4
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recommendations

remember: metrics management Is Also About people And process

to get the most from customer service metrics as an application development and delivery 
professional, you should:

 › Communicate your business goals, KPIs, and operational metrics. Good KpIs help executive 
management understand the value of customer service operations. Associated activity metrics 
help managers make decisions about hiring, scheduling, and operational processes that ultimately 
align with the company’s business goals. eliminate confusion over conflicting goals and priorities 
by ensuring that the entire customer service staff understands the metrics and how they tie to 
business outcomes.

 › Drill down into metrics to optimize your business. tracking activity metrics and KpIs will not 
inherently improve them. to make improvements, you need to analyze the root causes of the 
measurements and solve the underlying issues.

 › Don’t neglect the human factor. Good customer service is the result of good technology, good 
customer service processes, and — most importantly — a well-managed organization that values 
its employees. pay attention to the human factors such as training, compensation, authority to 
make decisions, and career planning to ensure that your agents deliver to expectations. After all, 
your agents are the key to your success.
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engage With An Analyst

Gain greater confidence in your decisions by working with Forrester thought leaders to apply our 
research to your specific business and technology initiatives.

Analyst Inquiry

Ask a question related to our research; a 
Forrester analyst will help you put it into 
practice and take the next step. schedule 
a 30-minute phone session with the analyst 
or opt for a response via email.

learn more about inquiry, including tips for 
getting the most out of your discussion.

Analyst Advisory

put research into practice with in-depth 
analysis of your specific business and 
technology challenges. engagements 
include custom advisory calls, strategy 
days, workshops, speeches, and webinars.

learn about interactive advisory sessions 
and how we can support your initiatives.

supplemental material

Survey Methodology

For Forrester’s north American consumer technographics® customer life cycle survey 2, 2015, 
Forrester conducted an online survey fielded in July 2015 of 4,485 Us individuals ages 18 to 88. For 
results based on a randomly chosen sample of this size, there is 95% confidence that the results 
have a statistical precision of plus or minus 1.5% of what they would be if the entire population of Us 
online adults (defined as those online weekly or more often) had been surveyed. Forrester weighted the 
data by age, gender, income, broadband adoption, and region to demographically represent the adult 
Us online population. the survey sample size, when weighted, was 4,473. (note: Weighted sample 
sizes can be different from the actual number of respondents to account for individuals generally 
underrepresented in online panels.) please note that respondents who participate in online surveys 
generally have more experience with the Internet and feel more comfortable transacting online.

endnotes
1 Business technology (Bt) brings together technology and traditionally customer-facing roles like marketing, sales, 

service, brand/product management, and fulfillment to deliver superior (digital) customer experience. see the “the cIo 
mandate: engaging customers With Business technology” Forrester report.

http://forr.com/1einFan
http://www.forrester.com/Analyst-Advisory/-/E-MPL172
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES100001
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES100001
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2 source: matthew Dixon, Karen Freeman, and nicholas toman, “stop trying to Delight your customers,” Harvard 
Business review, July 2010 (https://hbr.org/2010/07/stop-trying-to-delight-your-customers).

source: matthew Dixon, lara ponomareff, and Anastasia milgramm, “stop trying to Delight your customers: the Idea 
in practice,” Harvard Business review, January 23, 2012 (https://hbr.org/2012/01/stop-trying-to-delight-your-cu).

For more on the impact the idea of reducing customer effort will have on customer service technologies, see the 
“Demands For effortless service must Influence your customer strategy” Forrester report.

3 source: Forrester’s north American consumer technographics customer life cycle survey 2, 2015.

4 net promoter and nps are registered service marks, and net promoter score is a service mark, of Bain & company, 
Inc., satmetrix systems, Inc., and Fred reichheld.

http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES116491
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